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Etude for Percussionist and Electronics Christopher Castro

Illusion—in the deep of the abyss Fang-Wei Luo
for viola and electronics

Duo for Four Players and Electronics William Cooper

Work with Electronic Playback  Scott Perry

intermission

A Dot in Space for viola and live electronics Alex Van Gils

Quilt for timpani solo and electronics Bryce Cannell

A Memory of the Players in a Mirror at Midnight Gabriel Bolaños Chamorro
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We ask that you be courteous to your fellow audience members and the performers. Please turn off your cell phones and refrain from texting. Audience members 
who are distracting to their neighbors or the performers may be asked to leave at any time. Also, this performance is being professionally recorded for the university 

archive. Photography, audio, and audiovisual recording are prohibited during the performance.
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Illusion—in the deep of the abyss for viola and electronics 
The idea derives from the mental illusion of a person who stays in the dark abyss. I attempt to depict not only hopeless feelings 
of the person but also the situation of the man who is still looking for a chance to leave this dark place after seeing a thread of 
light. These contrasting ideas, the illusions of both hopeful and hopeless feelings, also influence the reactions between the viola 
and the electronics. Technically, by using the delayed technique of electronics, the pitches are prolonged and produce the echoes 
that merge with the following notes. Besides, by means of the recording technique, the electronics also combine the layers and 
the materials and create the counterpoints between the up-to-the-minute playing and the previous melodies.

Born in Taiwan, Fang-Wei  luo  holds the BA and MA degrees in music from Taipei National University of the Arts and is 
currently a PhD student at UC Davis. Luo is fascinated by the rich and colorful timbres of traditional music of different cultures. 
The concept of employing multicultural materials also triggers Luo’s interest in exploring alien and mystic atmospheres in his 
music. Additionally, Luo is the recipient of numerous awards and commissions in Taiwan. His Jiou-Ge: Ritual Songs was included 
in a 2-CD set published by the National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra in 2011.

—Fang-Wei Luo

Duo for Four Players and Electronics
As the title suggests, Duo for Four Players and Electronics piece is conceived as a dialogue between the four human players as 
one unit, and the electronics—often times an “invisible ensemble” with the same capabilities and contrapuntal textures as 
the onstage ensemble—as another.  Though the piece begins serenely, with a slow ascent in the electronic part that ushers in 
a lyrical duet for violin and clarinet, the music gradually builds in tension until the ensemble and electronics are exchanging 
wildly agitated phrases.  This long heightening of tension culminates in a tutti sixteenth-note passage for the whole ensemble, 
the resolution of which forms the beginning of the coda, where a lyrical mood once more predominates.  The piece concludes 
much as it began, with a gentle upward arpeggiation of a soft chord.  The electronics were formed by sampling recordings of 
several of my friends, Ben Irwin, clarinetist, and Stephen Hudson, cellist, and altering and distorting them. Special thanks to 
these two musicians for their generous help.

—William David Cooper

An alumnus of the Juilliard School, Wil l iam david Cooper  has enjoyed a diverse career as composer, conductor, and 
keyboardist. His music has been championed by Augustin Hadelich, the Juilliard Orchestra, Trio 180, the JACK Quartet, and 
the Lysander Trio. Recently commissioned by Soli Deo Gloria, and SongFusion, he is currently writing Hagar and Ishmael, a 
two-act opera that will premiere with members of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. In addition to positions on faculty at 
Purdue and Vincennes Universities, he founded the choral department at Ben Davis University and has been on composition 
faculty at the Interlochen Arts Camp since the summer of 2010. Cooper received ASCAP awards in 2004 and 2007, and 
the 2012 Leo Kaplan Award, the highest prize awarded in the ASCAP Morton Gould awards.  A passionate devotee of early 
music, he was the recipient of the 2012 David S. Saxon award, awarded by the UC Davis music department for excellence in 
performance of early music. Cooper has served as choir director, organist, and chorister in churches including Holy Trinity 
Lutheran Church in New York City and First Baptist Church of Lafayette and is currently music director at the Episcopal 
Church of St. Martin, Davis. His teachers have included Samuel Adler, Kurt Rohde and Paul Jacobs. He is pursuing a PhD in 
music composition at UC Davis, studying composition with Ross Bauer, and conducting research on English Renaissance music 
with Jessie Ann Owens.

Work with Electronic Playback for the Empyrean Ensemble
This piece features complex polyrhythms, granular synthesis, octotonic and pentatonic pitch collections. The piece makes use 
of a lot of direct repetition. I have deliberately kept my notes short and objective in an effort to encourage multiple and diverse 
subjective listening experiences. I hope that listeners have some type of interesting experience on hearing this work.

—Scott Perry

Scot t  Per ry has been studying music composition since 1999. He holds a BA in music composition from UCSB (College of 
Creative Studies) and a MFA in music composition from the California Institute of the Arts.  His instructors have been Beverly 
Grigsby, Jeremy Haladyna, Kurt Rohde, Wolfgang von Schweinitz, Ulrich Krieger, David Rosenboom, Pablo Ortiz, Mika Pelo, 
and Laurie San Martin.  In addition to studying with these professors he has participated in a master class with Roger Reynolds 
and had intensive short seminars with Pauline Oliveros, Julio Estrada, and Mario Davidovsky.
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Quilt for timpani solo and electronics
The concept behind Quilt was to create a work by carefully weaving together musical materials of various sizes (viz. sections, phrases, 
subphrases, gestures, etc.). In order to connect some of the larger, more disparate “musical patches” the idea of radio surfing quickly 
came to mind. Some sections are suddenly interrupted as though a listener has haphazardly changed the radio to a new station, while 
at other moments the music seems suspended between two stations. Over time, these transitional moments form another patch in the 
quilt and provide a contrast to the more seamless unions in the piece. Finally, the recurring motives are intended to mimic the musical 
similarities one hears in different songs on the radio as well as provide a thread that unifies the work as a whole.

—Bryce Cannell

Bryce Cannel l  is a second-year doctoral candidate in music composition and theory at UC Davis, currently studying under the 
direction of Mika Pelo. He received his Master of Art (with distinction) and Bachelor of Art degrees in music composition from 
California State University, Fresno. Honors include the 2012 SCI/ASCAP Student Commission Competition (Region VIII), second 
prize in the 2011 Carl von Ossietzky International Composition Competition (Oldenburg, Germany) as well as a performance at 
the 2010 NACUSA National Conference (Portland, Oregon). His principal composition instructors include Pablo Ortiz, Kenneth 
Froelich, Benjamin Boone, with additional lessons with Jack Fortner. For more information, please visit www.brycecannell.com.

A Dot in Space for viola and live electronics 
A Dot in Space is dedicated to this fine violist, Ellen Ruth Rose, who has been so generous with her time and energy during the 
composition of this music. For me as a student, working with a professional of her caliber has been a very rich experience. As 
this piece is performed, the concertgoers are invited to relax their minds, feel their body and its relationship to the space around 
them. The viola music, as it is stretched and harmonized, will slowly drift through the performance space, shifting the listener’s 
relationship with the environment.

—Alex Van Gils

alex Van gil s  (b. 1987) is a composer and bassist whose music is influenced by his love of classical music and jazz and especially 
by his practice and study of Tibetan Buddhism under Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche. He holds a Bachelor of Music degree from the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, where he studied composition with Dr. Allen Anderson and Dr. Stephen Anderson. He has 
attended master classes with co mposers Michael Gandolfi, Pat Metheny, Terence Blanchard, and Joseph Butch Rovan. In summer 
2010 he traveled to the Czech Republic to take part in the International Music Academy Pilsen, where he studied composition and 
orchestration with composers Jiri Bezdek and Bright Sheng. His piano solo, Something Electric, was the 2011 winner of the Emil and 
Ruth Beyer Composition Award, presented by the National Federation of Music Clubs. Alex currently studies composition at UC Davis 
with Laurie San Martin. More information, discography, and samples of Alex’s music can be found at alexvangils.com.

A Memory of the Players in a Mirror at Midnight for bass clarinet, cello, piano, percussion, and electronics
A Memory of the Players in a Mirror at Midnight, inspired by the eponymous poem by James Joyce, uses timbres and prosody of 
spoken English as a basis for melody, rhythm, and harmony. The ensemble, aided by electronics, behaves as a complex vocal 
tract: the cello and bass clarinet often imitate vowel sounds, while the percussionist is solely responsible for unvoiced fricatives 
(for example, “s” and “sh” sounds). By treating language as pure sound devoid of meaning, I hope to attenuate the listener’s focus 
on the meaning of words and call attention to certain interesting acoustic properties of speech. 

However, language alone was not enough to create an engaging narrative: I also introduce two highly contrasting musical ideas 
in the piano and electronics. A steady, persistent quarter-note figure in the piano punctuates the speech gestures and eventually 
triggers high synthesized electronic sounds. A final recitation by the entire ensemble culminates in a piano solo before the work’s 
unusual conclusion, which imposes the spectral content of Michael Accinno’s voice reciting the poem upon the clarinet, cello and 
percussion. This somewhat bizarre conclusion reframes the fricative (sh) sound that has permeated the entire piece as a carrier of 
phonetic information rather than just a single phoneme. I would like to thank Michael Accinno and my brother Leandro Bolaños 
for their help with this piece. 

—Gabriel Bolaños Chamorro

gabriel  José  Bolaños Chamor ro  (b. 1984 Bogotá, Colombia) is a Nicaraguan-American composer and guitarist, currently 
studying composition with Laurie San Martin. Now a third-year graduate student in composition at UC Davis, he received his BA 
from Columbia University in 2007 where he studied composition with Fabien Lévy and Sebastian Currier, and orchestration with 
Tristan Murail. He has also worked as a freelance musician in New Haven, CT, and was professor of theory, analysis and guitar at 
Casa de los Tres Mundos Music Academy in Granada, Nicaragua. His work draws upon a variety of interests including polystylism, 
spectralism, psychoacoustics, linguistics, and geology. 
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Cellist Mary ar tmann  played for five 
seasons with the award-winning Veronika 
String Quartet in Pueblo, Colorado, 
where they were in residence at Colorado 
State University-Pueblo. She now resides 
in San Francisco and performs regularly 
with the Empyrean Ensemble and a host 
of other ensembles. She recently appeared 
as a guest artist with the Colorado 

Chamber Players in critically acclaimed performances of 
Schubert’s Trout Quintet. Artmann is an active recitalist and 
has performed recitals in California, Colorado, New York, 
Canada, and Mexico. She has taught at CSU-Pueblo, 
Mercyhurst College, Rocky Ridge Music Center, Hartwick 
College Summer Music Festival, and Bennington College July 
Program. She received two grants from the New York State 
Council of the Arts and recorded for Colorado Public Radio, 
Radio Nuevo Leon, Radio France, WDR (Cologne, Germany), 
and WBFO’s Opus Classics Series (Buffalo, NY). Freelance 
activities have included a European tour with the American 
Sinfonietta and performances with the Pittsburgh Symphony. 
She has performed and recorded extensively with the 
Colorado Springs, Buffalo, and Rochester Philharmonics. She 
is a former member of the Syracuse Symphony, Slee 
Sinfonietta, and Scandinavian Chamber Orchestra of New 
York. Artmann graduated with high distinction from UC 
Berkeley and received a Master of Music degree from the 
University of Southern California. She completed 
postgraduate work at Oberlin College Conservatory and Kent 
State University. She was twice the recipient of the Alfred 
Hertz Memorial Traveling Fellowship, sponsoring intensive 
study with the legendary Siegfried Palm in Cologne, 
Germany. She maintains private teaching studios in San 
Francisco and Berkeley.

Icelandic violinist hrabba at ladot t ir 
studied in Berlin with Axel Gerhardt. 
After finishing her studies, she worked as 
a freelance violinist in Berlin for five 
years, regularly playing with the Berlin 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Deutsche Oper, 
and Deutsche Symphonieorchester. She 
also participated in a world tour with the 
Icelandic pop artist Björk, and a Germany 

tour with violinist Nigel Kennedy. In 2004 she moved to New 
York and continued to freelance, playing on a regular basis 
with the Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera, 
Orchestra of St. Luke’s, and New Jersey Symphony Orchestra. 
She also plays a lot of new music, most recently with the 
Either/Or ensemble in New York in connection with their 
Helmut Lachenmann festival. Since August 2008, she has 
been based in Berkeley, California, where she performs with 
various ensembles, such as the Berkeley Symphony Orchestra, 

the Left Coast Chamber Ensemble, Empyrean Ensemble, and 
the Berkeley Contemporary Chamber Players to name a few. 
Atladottir is also a violin lecturer at UC Berkeley.

Chris t ian Baldini  has conducted a 
wide range of orchestras including the 
Munich Radio Orchestra, the Buenos 
Aires Philharmonic, the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, the National Symphony 
Orchestra, the San Francisco 
Contemporary Music Players, and opera 
for the Aldeburgh Festival (United 
Kingdom). Last April he made his debut 

conducting in Salzburg at the Award Weekend when an 
international jury selected him and two other conductors out 
of ninety-one submissions worldwide. Equally at home in the 
core symphonic and operatic repertoire as in the most daring 
corners of contemporary music, he has presented world 
premieres of over sixty works. After Baldini conducted the 
Sao Paulo Symphony Orchestra (OSESP, Brazil), critic Arthur 
Nestrovski from the Folha de Sao Paulo praised this 
“charismatic young conductor” who “conducted by heart 
Brahms’s First Symphony, lavishing his musicality and 
leaving sighs all over the hall and the rows of the orchestra.” 
He has been an assistant conductor with the Britten-Pears 
Orchestra (England) and a cover conductor with the National 
Symphony Orchestra (Washington, DC). Baldini holds a PhD 
(SUNY Buffalo), Master’s (Penn State), and a BA (Catholic 
University of Argentina). After teaching and conducting at the 
State University of New York in Buffalo, Baldini joined the UC 
Davis faculty in 2009, where he serves as Music Director of 
the UC Davis Symphony Orchestra and acts as the chamber 
music coordinator. Baldini is also Music Director of the 
Camellia Symphony Orchestra in Sacramento.

tod Brody,  flute, has enjoyed a career of 
great variety. He was a member of and 
frequent soloist on both flute and piccolo 
with the Sacramento Symphony for many 
years. He currently teaches flute and 
chamber music at UC Davis, where he 
performs with the Empyrean Ensemble. 
As a member of Empyrean, Earplay, and 
the San Francisco Contemporary Music 

Players, Brody has participated in many world premieres and 
has been recorded on the Arabesque, Capstone, Centaur, CRI, 
Magnon, and New World labels. When not performing 
contemporary music, he often can be found in the orchestras 
of the San Francisco Opera and the San Francisco Ballet, and 
in other chamber and orchestral settings throughout 
Northern California. In addition to his activities as a 

aBOut thE PERFOR MER S
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performer and teacher, Brody is the director of the San 
Francisco Bay Area chapter of the American Composers 
Forum, an organization dedicated to linking communities, 
composers, and performers, encouraging the making, 
playing, and enjoyment of new music.

Principally committed to influencing and 
expanding the repertoire for solo 
percussion through commissions and 
premieres, Chris  Froh  is a member of the 
San Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players, the San Francisco Chamber 
Orchestra, and the Empyrean Ensemble. 
Known for energized performances hailed 
by the San Francisco Chronicle as 

“tremendous” and San Francisco Classical Voice as 
“mesmerizing,” his solo appearances stretch from Rome to 
Tokyo to San Francisco. His critically acclaimed solo recordings 
can be heard on the Albany, Bridge, Equilibrium, and Innova 
labels. A frequent collaborator with leading composers from 
across the globe, Froh has premiered works by dozens of 
composers, including John Adams, Chaya Czernowin, Liza 
Lim, David Lang, Keiko Abe, and Francois Paris. He tours Japan 
with marimbist Mayumi Hama and with his former teacher and 
marimba pioneer Keiko Abe. Solo festival appearances include 
the Festival Nuovi Spazi Musicali (Rome), the Festival of New 
American Music, Pacific Rim, and Other Minds. Active in music 
for theater and dance, Froh has recorded scores for American 
Conservatory Theater, performed as a soloist with the Berkeley 
Repertory Theater, and composed original music for Oakland-
based Dance Elixir. His score for the Harvard Museum of 
Natural History’s exhibition of Thoreau’s Walden: A Journey in 
Photography currently is touring the United States. Equally 
committed to pedagogy, Froh mentors percussionists through 
UC Berkeley’s Young Musicians Program. He is also a faculty 
member at UC Davis, where he directs the Samba School and 
Percussion Group Davis.

Peter  Joshe f f,  composer and 
clarinetist, is a founding member of Sonic 
Harvest and of Earplay. Also a member of 
the San Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players, the Empyrean Ensemble, and the 
Eco Ensemble, he has performed with 
other groups, including the Paul 
Dresher Ensemble, Melody of China,  
Composers, Inc., and sf Sound, and has 

appeared as a clarinetist on numerous recordings, concert 
series and festivals, both nationally and internationally. 
His recent compositions include Waiting (2012), 
commissioned and premiered by Earplay; Nautical Man 

Nautical Man (2011), an album of pop songs; Sutro Tower in 
the Fog (2011), commissioned, premiered, and recorded by 
the Bernal Hill Players; Sextet (2010); Caught Between Two 
Worlds (2009), both premiered by Sonic Harvest; Inferno 
(2008), a chamber opera produced by San Francisco 
Cabaret Opera in 2009; Viola and Mallets (2007), 
commissioned and premiered by the Empyrean Ensemble; 
and House and Garden Tales (2006) performed by both 
Sonic Harvest and Earplay. His work has also been 
performed by the Laurel Ensemble. Working extensively 
with young composers through discussion and 
performance of their music, he has brought his unique 
perspective as a composer’s clarinetist to graduate and 
undergraduate classes at UC Berkeley and Davis, Stanford 
University, San Francisco State University, and Sacramento 
State University, and for the American Composers Forum 
Composer in the Schools Program. His workshop “Clarinet 
for Composers” has been presented at the UC Davis 
Clarinet Festival and an American Composers Forum 
seminar in San Francisco.

Michael  Se th Or land has appeared 
extensively in the Bay Area as a chamber 
musician, playing with the San Francisco 
Contemporary Music Players, Earplay, the 
Empyrean Ensemble, the Berkeley 
Contemporary Chamber Players, New 
Music Theater, Other Minds, and in the 
San Francisco Symphony’s New and 
Unusual Music series. He has performed 

modern works throughout California at venues including UC 
campuses at San Diego, Davis, and Santa Cruz, and at 
Sacramento State University, and Cal Arts. He has also played 
at June in Buffalo (NY), the Mendocino Music Festival, and in 
the Gund Series at Kenyon College. Orland may be heard on 
recordings of contemporary music released by CRI, Centaur, 
and Capstone. Orland studied piano with Margaret Kohn in 
Claremont, CA, and is a graduate of the UC Berkeley Music 
Department, where he studied harpsichord with Davitt 
Moroney and composition with Gérard Grisey. He later 
continued his study of composition with David Sheinfeld. 
Orland has appeared often as a freelance symphony musician 
and has performed many times as a pianist in vocal recitals, 
as well as in vocal master classes by artists such as Frederica 
von Stade. Orland teaches in the music departments at UC 
Berkeley and UC Davis. 

aBOut thE PERFOR MER S
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darcy Rindt,  viola, earned a Bachelor 
of Arts in music from UC Santa Cruz, 
where she studied with Roy Malan and 
graduated Phi Beta Kappa with honors in 
both music and marine biology. She also 
holds a Master’s degree in performance 
from San Francisco State University, 
where she studied under Paul Yarbrough, 
violist of the internationally acclaimed 

Alexander String Quartet. She helped to found the 
Chamberlain String Quartet, which has held residencies at 
both SF State and Cal State Hayward, and performs 
throughout the Bay Area. She holds positions in the Santa 
Rosa Symphony, Oakland East Bay Symphony, and 
Sacramento Philharmonic and has worked with a number of 
other groups, including the New World Symphony, the San 
Francisco Ballet, and the San Jose Symphony. Rindt has also 
performed with several new music ensembles, including the 
San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, ALEA III, the 
Derriere Guard, and the Richard Worn Chamber Ensemble.

A champion of contemporary music, 
violist E l len Ruth Rose  is a member of 
Empyrean Ensemble and Earplay, the San 
Francisco-based contemporary ensemble. 
She performs regularly with Santa Cruz 
New Music Works, the Berkeley 
Contemporary Chamber Players, and the 
San Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players and has worked extensively with 

Frankfurt’s Ensemble Modern and the Cologne experimental 
ensembles Musik Fabrik and Thürmchen Ensemble, 
appearing at the Cologne Triennial, Berlin Biennial, Salzburg 
Zeitfluß, Brussels Ars Nova, Venice Biennial, Budapest 
Autumn, and Kuhmo (Finland) festivals. She has performed 
as soloist with the West German Radio Chorus, Empyrean 
Ensemble, the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, 
Santa Cruz New Music Works, the symphony orchestras of UC 
Berkeley and UC Davis, and at the San Francisco Other Minds 
and Ojai Music festivals. Rose has premiered several works 
showcasing the viola, including Kurt Rohde (Double Trouble), 
Pablo Ortiz (Le Vrai Tango Argentin). Her recordings include a 
Wergo CD of the chamber music of German composer Caspar 
Johannes Walter, which won the German Recording Critics 
new music prize in 1998. In 2003 she created, organized, and 
directed Violafest!, a four-concert festival at UC Davis 
celebrating the viola in solos and chamber music new and old. 
Rose holds a Master’s degree in performance from the Juilliard 
School, an artist diploma from the Northwest German Music 
Academy, and a Bachelor’s with honors in English and 
American history and literature from Harvard University. She 
teaches viola at UC Davis and UC Berkeley.

Sam tarakaj ian  is an enthusiastic amateur. He works for 
Cycling ‘74, the makers of Max/MSP, for whom he spends 
equal time writing code and thinking thoughts. If he’s not 
collaborating with his friend Alex Van Gils on composing for 
viola and live electronics, then he’s probably re-reading Borges, 
whom he maintains was the original Computer Scientist.
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Through compelling performances and diverse programming, the Empyrean Ensemble offers audiences an opportunity to hear 
original works by emerging and established composers alike. It has premiered more than 200 works and performed throughout 
California, including appearances at many prominent music festivals and concert series. Empyrean has two full-length CDs 
released under the Centaur and Arabesque labels and has been the featured ensemble on others. Founded by composer Ross 
Bauer in 1988 as the ensemble-in-residence at UC Davis, the Empyrean Ensemble now consists of a core of seven of California’s 
finest musicians with extensive experience in the field of contemporary music. The ensemble is co-directed by composers Mika 
Pelo and Kurt Rohde.

aBOut thE diRECtOR S

Swedish composer Mika Pelo  writes music for soloists, chamber ensembles, and orchestras, with or 
without electronics. After studies in Stockholm, with teachers Pär Lindgren and Bent Sørensen among 
others, Pelo moved to New York to pursue a doctorate in composition under the supervision of French 
composer Tristan Murail. He is assistant professor of composition at the University of California, Davis. Pelo 
gained international attention with the string orchestra piece Apparition, nominated for the Gaudeamus 
Prize in Holland in 2000 and performed by the Dutch Radio Chamber Orchestra under the supervision of 
Peter Eötvös. Up, Down, Charm, Strange was released on CD in 2009 with the Swedish string quartet Nya 
Stenhammarkvartetten. His music is performed frequently on both sides of the Atlantic, and recent projects 
include a trio for a new ensemble with internationally renowned musicians Magnus Andersson, Pascal 

Galloise, and Rohan De Saran, and a new violin concerto for violin and ten wind instruments, and a piece for Prague 
Philharmonia’s new music series. Mika Pelo’s music is published by German publisher Edition Peters.

Violist and composer kur t  Rohde  is a recipient of the Rome Prize, the Berlin Prize, a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, and is the winner of the 2012 Lydian String Quartet Commission Prize. He has received 
commission awards from Meet the Composer—Commissioning Music/USA, the NEA, and the Barlow, 
Fromm, Hanson, and Koussevitzky Foundations. He recently completed new works for eighth blackbird, the 
Scharoun Ensemble, pianist Genevieve Lee, and the Left Coast Chamber Ensemble. An associate professor 
of composition at UC Davis, he is a Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute for 2012–13. A graduate of the Peabody 
Conservatory at Johns Hopkins University, the Curtis Institute of Music, and SUNY Stony Brook, Rohde 
studied composition with Donald Erb, Ned Rorem, and Andrew Imbrie, and viola with Karen Tuttle, John 
Graham, and Caroline Levine. He is former artistic director of the Left Coast Chamber Ensemble and has 

taught composition at UC Santa Barbara and was composer-in-residence at the Yellow Barn Music Festival.
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upcoming Concerts for the 

2013–14 Season
Vanderhoef Studio theatre, Mondavi Center, davis, Ca

FRiday, nOVEMBER 22, 2013      7:00 PM
American Voices
Mika Pelo and Kurt Rohde, directors
A program of music by American composers from all over the 

United States—from San Diego to Vermont to Colorado to 
Boston—showcases the rich diversity of the best composers 
working in the country today.

Sunday, JanuaRy 26, 2014      7:00 PM
Across the Seas
Mika Pelo and Kurt Rohde, directors
Many amazing composers who work abroad are never heard in 

the United States; this is your chance to hear the riveting and 
dynamic voices shaping the future of music on distant shores.

MOnday, aPRil 28, 2014      7:00 PM
Tribute to D. Kern Holoman
Mika Pelo and Kurt Rohde, directors
D. Kern Holoman has been an outstanding scholar, 

conductor, and member of UC Davis for over three decades. 
As he retires from the Music Department faculty, the 
Empyrean Ensemble pays tribute to one of the most valued 
and respected members of the UC Davis community. Works 
for D. Kern Holoman by Christian Baldini, Ross Bauer, Yu-
Hui Chang, Sam Nichols, Pablo Ortiz, Mika Pelo, Laurie San 
Martin, Kurt Rohde, Steven Mackey, and Darin Wilson.

MOnday, JunE 2, 2014      7:00 PM
New Works for Voice and Ensemble
Mika Pelo and Kurt Rohde, directors
featuring Tony Arnold, soprano (artist-in-residence)
Soprano extraordinaire Tony Arnold joins the Empyrean 

Ensemble for an evening of new works by UC Davis 
graduate composers

$8 Students & Children, $20 Adults  |  Classical Cabaret Seating


